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Although heat is the primary 
waste produced by industrial 
processes, designers can 
transform this by-product 
into energy that can allow 
for the creation of new 
public amenity and data 
center hybrids that integrate, 
celebrate and provide benefits 
to the urban realm. 
THESIS STATEMENT:
4 (URBAN) WASTE PRODUCING (URBAN) SPACE
WASTE ENERGY REUSE FOR URBAN BENEFIT
WHY SHOULD ARCHITECT’S CARE?
 The main concern of this thesis is to challenge the spatial limits of architecture in regards 
to energy management, urban integration & public interaction. It aims to re-utilize the by-products of 
the innovative age in order to produce a bifunctional architecture that efficiently reuses resources as 
well as makes them accessible to the public through strategic distribution. 
 This thesis focuses in on the topic of waste energy, specifically, waste heat re-utilization. 
Heat is a by-product of any industry & is often overlooked due to its intangible nature. Currently, 
electricity generation and industrial waste heat are the largest contributors to the United States’ total 
amount of rejected energy. The source of waste heat in this thesis is harnessed from data centers as 
they are large energy hogs and are usually under developed in relation to the city. 
 Developments in technology have allowed designers to recapture waste heat and convert 
it into energy. This energy can then be distributed to multiple end users through simple re-wiring. 
However, this thesis challenges the notion that this is simply an engineering problem and argues for 
new spatial qualities of this recycled electricity. 
 In order to test the urban possibilities of these new technologies, we must understand the 
complexities of its site. Located in San Francisco, California in the South of Market (SOMA) district, 
this thesis aims to mediate between various physical and conceptual thresholds. Taking into account 
physical thresholds such as major roads, building height, and topography and conceptual thresholds 
such as economic and cultural tensions, this project situated itself in a contestable site. 
 The main architectural strategy employed by this thesis is that of the envelope. By 
contending that the envelope is the mediator between public and private, inside and outside we can 
test urban limits. How can a privatized entity such as a data center be exploited in order to create 
public benefit? Does security become an issue? What does it mean to be interactive? These are just 
some of the questions this thesis begins to address. 
 It is crucial to not only understand where this energy is coming from, but to see what its 
end use is. In this thesis, the market becomes an important program in bridging thresholds between 
public and private. Ultimately what I’m asking of architecture is to allow for the re-imagination of 
the standardized building envelope in order to use the by-products of privatized entities for public 
benefit. 
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A CONCERN ABOUT ENERGY
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WASTE HEAT
MODES OF PRODUCTION AND METHODS OF RECOVERY
 Of all the wasteful habits affecting climate change, the one that goes most unnoticed is 
the release of waste heat into the atmosphere. Not only is this wasteful by its very nature, but it is 
contributing to larger ecological issues such as the urban heat island effect and shifts in weather 
patterns. 
 Waste heat is produced every time energy is generated and most of the times it’s expelled 
out into the air and can accumulate especially in metropolitan areas where there is an excess amount 
of impermeable surfaces such as concrete. There dark and hard surfaces tend to contain heat and 
prevent it from being dispersed throughout the atmosphere in a natural manner.  
 This thesis focuses on data centers as primary waste heat generators. The heat is produced 
from the large number of data servers that are operating simultaneously. Besides the large amounts 
of waste heat produced from computing power, other architectural elements such as lighting and 
other mechanical services also contribute to the total amount of waste heat. The activity of people 
also cause an increase in the amount of heat wasted.
 In response to this concern about waste heat, engineers have developed technologies that 
allow for the recapture of waste heat. This heat is then converted into energy and can then be used 
in a variety of end uses. By implementing these technologies, this thesis can capture the waste heat, 
convert it into reusable energy and supply it to public amenities that require large amounts of energy. 
 The Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) is an example of a system which allows for heat recapture. 
This system works by simply using waste heat to evaporate water, producing steam and then 
allowing that steam to push a turbine and generate electricity. The residual vapor is them condensed 
back into water and recycled throughout the cycle. 
 By recapturing this waste heat and generating electricity allows private companies (such as 
data centers) to reuse their industrial by-products. This thesis aims to push this reuse a step further, 
and transform the recycled electricity into public amenity. 
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REJECTED ENERGY
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WASTE HEAT STREAMS CLASSIFIED BY TEMPERATURE
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DIAGRAM OF ORC MECHANICS
10 WASTE HEAT




















ACTUALIZATION OF ORC MECHANICS
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light bulb desktop microwave air conditioning electric car
HOW MUCH ENERGY CAN BE REUSED?
12 ENERGY + THE CITY
ENERGY + THE CITY
AN HISTORICAL ANALYSIS
 Energy has continuously played a large role in the development of cities. Authors such as 
Kirk Sijmons have gone as far as attributing the creation of the suburbs to a response to industrial 
pollution. In this chapter, we can observe the development of the city from a need-use basis in the 
18th Century, to a defined industrial city center and periphery in the 19th century. This shift in land 
use can be attributed to a need for energy. However, in the 20th century, this centralized city core 
became polluted, overcrowded and unhygienic. These factors, in conjunction with racial conflicts 
such as White Flight, resulted in the wealthy escaping their unhealthy lives and creating cleaner 
living conditions in the suburbs. More recently, in the 21st Century, as people moved back into city 
centers and the need for energy and health still strongly prevail, it is crucial that we ask: how can we 
re-imagine facilities for energy harvesting that are inherently pollution free. 
 Despite the industrial nature of cities, energy harvesting plants still tend to be large 
monolithic buildings located on the city periphery. This thesis proposes a shift in our perception of 
these unsightly buildings. Energy harvesting plants have become much smaller in scale and are now 
dispersed throughout the city. We have begun to break down the distinction between buildings that 
produce energy, and buildings that consume it. 
 This thesis also challenges the line between public and private space as it is concerned 
with the invisible nature of current energy infrastructures. Although they can be located within city 
centers, without the proper surrounding density, connections, and identity, these facilities can’t be 
identified or utilized by the public. We can no longer live by the “out of sight, out of mind” model, 
but instead we must strive to make useful of the unwanted. Therefore, the project of (urban) waste 
producing (urban) space addresses the relationship between intangible waste heat & the public’s 
interaction with the built environment.






















Land use is determined on a need basis. 
Land allotment reflects fertile land, 
proper resource mining, adequate housing 
complexes, etc. Somehow, every part of 
the city is used for various purposes but 
ultimately functions as a whole. 
Through the adaptation of coal, the city 
determines an industrial center. This allows 
for workers to live near their places of work 
and doesn’t require alternative forms of 
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The pollution in the industrial city center 
causes White Flight in which the wealthiest 
of the population relocate to the suburbs. 
The city periphery is reduced as the suburb 
continues to grow. The large distances 


































The conventional organization 
of waste management 
facilities involves large 
monolithic buildings located 
on the periphery of the city. 
These tend to be isolated 
buildings with little to none 
public integration. 
The innovative organizational 
model suggests that by 
having multiple smaller 
facilities, the management 
of waste can become a city 
wide phenomena. Due to 
the varying scales of these 
buildings, they increase public 
interaction. 
INFLUENCE OF ENERGY ON URBAN PLANNING
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DATA CENTER THRESHOLDS
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HEATING + COOLING
MOVEMENT OF POWER THROUGH DATA CENTERS
 We begin by first understanding the logics of high energy consumers – specifically data 
centers. Here, we are looking at a typical data center axonometric. The main components of the 
space being: power control rooms, energy generation rooms, and other mechanical rooms – but most 
importantly the server room which contains the main IT infrastructure. Throughout this chapter, 
we can see how energy is drawn into the building from incoming power supplies (or back up diesel 
powered generators), transformed through a primary switch gear and then either used for cooling 
mechanics or power supply. 
 First we can look at the process through which active cooling is forced through the building 
in the form of chilled water pipes as well as cold air that’s distributed through raised plenum floors. 
Once the cool air enters the server room it cools the server racks located inside. The hot air produced 
from the servers themselves as well as lighting are then drawn out from a dropped ceiling and the 
cycle continues. The rest of the energy flow includes powering storage, distribution as well as the 
servers themselves. 
 The process of active cooling and heat exhaustion is executed on a variety of scales, 
starting from the microscopic level up to a global network. However, this thesis focuses on the three 
immediate scales of cooling/heat removal that take place inside data centers – the server rack, the 
server row, and the server room. By providing cooling while extracting heat on various levels, allows 
for more efficient systems of heat capture. 
 This thesis is interested in the threshold between heating and cooling systems throughout 
data centers. By understanding them as opposing ends of a single concern we can start to manage 
the way in which we intake or output cooling and heating respectively. We can also begin to 
understand how the envelope can begin to play a role in mediating between hot and cold, inside and 
outside.  We can notice how the horizontal envelopes of drop ceiling and raised plenum floor play 
a key role in thermal thresholds. However, the walls haven’t been designed with the specific care 
they require. They are currently just programmatic partitions when they could also begin to mediate 
between the private interior and public exterior. 
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“Increases in demands for power and cooling capabilities are resulting in significant challenges to the 
growth of existing facilities as well as to the sustainable development of new ones.”
ENERGY USAGE IN DATA CENTERS
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primary switch gear



















































data center server racks
lighting
computer room air conditioner
POWER FLOW THROUGHOUT DATA CENTERS
initial energy sources
- incoming utility/grid power
- diesel power generators




cooling + heat flow
- cooling tower
- chiller
- chilled water distribution
- economizer
- uninterrupted power supply (UPS)
data center energy flow
- raised floor plenum
- computer room air conditioner







- circuit board power supply
- cooling fan blowers
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primary switch gear
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POWER FLOW THROUGHOUT DATA CENTERS
initial energy sources
- incoming utility/grid power
- diesel power generators




cooling + heat flow
- cooling tower
- chiller
- chilled water distribution
- economizer
- uninterrupted power supply (UPS)
data center energy flow
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- circuit board power supply
- cooling fan blowers
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MULTIPLE COOLING SCALES WITHIN DATA CENTERS
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scale 1
hot air return 
to CRAC unit
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scale 2
hot air return 
to CRAC unit
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ROOM COOLING CONFIGURATIONS
scale 3
hot air return 
to CRAC unit
cold air supply 
from CRAC
ROOM COOLING CONFIGURATIONS
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IMPORTANCE OF THE ENVELOPE
THERMAL + SOCIAL BENEFITS
 The flow of power through the building requires a precise calibration between heat 
exhaustion and active cooling – and in turn creates strong thresholds surrounding the spaces. 
Through this chapter we can see how the dropped ceiling and raised floor plenum play a part in 
thermal controls. However, as stated previously, the walls aren’t performatively designed to re-utilize 
waste heat but instead are just typical dividers between programs. 
 This is where this thesis intervenes – in the envelope surrounding the data center in the 
x, y, and z axes. By not limiting the design to the walls but also by manipulating floor and ceiling 
depths, this thesis aims to re-imagine the data center in each and every aspect. In the chapter on 
manipulating envelopes, we can begin to understand how various configurations can result in a lively 
set of social interactions, all relying on different aspects of the data center.
 Through the images of data centers on the following page, we can learn from existing 
conditions of data center design. These few data centers are the exceptions as a majority of data 
centers still present the world with dull facades that completely seal the public off from the inner 
functioning of data centers. We can separate these data centers into three different categories, each 
one that deals with the envelope with a specific goal in mind. While all categories are desired by most 
data centers, there tends to be a hierarchy in the decision making process.
 When security is prioritized, we are presented with a blank façade. In other words, the 
façade is completely irrelevant to the activities of the interior. There may be some openings in 
obscure places for lighting or they could have rows of windows. Regardless of the nature of their 
fenestration, these buildings remain blank and don’t develop any interactive relationship with their 
surroundings. 
 When transparency is prioritized, we are presented with the carved façade. This means that 
the architect (as well as client) desired some level of interaction with the public but it is limited to 
precise carving out of the building’s envelope. 
 When aesthetics are a priority, we are presented with a punctured façade. These design 
decisions are often made to provide an appealing aesthetic to the public as well as allow light and 
fresh air to penetrate spaces inside the data center. However, these apertures aren’t located in the 
main server floor in hopes to limit external heat gain. In later chapters we analyze the benefits of 
each of these configurations further in depth. 
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Portugal Telecom Data Center
 Covilha, Portugal
Facebook Data Center 
Prineville, Oregon








CURRENT DATA CENTER ENVELOPES
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VERTICAL + HORIZONTAL THERMAL THRESHOLDS
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DETAIL OF HEAT CONTROL ENVELOPES
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URBAN THRESHOLDS
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PHYSICAL + CONCEPTUAL
BOUNDARIES THROUGHOUT THE CITY
 We can begin to study the logics and thresholds that exist within certain cities – specifically 
San Francisco. Being that it has a booming technological industry, San Francisco seemed like the 
right choice when it came to testing the urban capabilities of recycled energy utilization. These maps 
start to dissect the inner logics of the city. We can look at physical thresholds such as building height 
and topography play a role is dividing up the city. We can also analyze conceptual boundaries such as 
social, economic, as well as political and the roles they play on shaping the city. 
 In addition to a specified survey of site conditions it is important to understand the city 
in all of its great potentials for a site. As mentioned above, San Francisco is an up and coming 
technological hub of the Western United States. Many tech companies have begun developing 
headquarters in a variety of neighborhoods. There has also been an increase in the amount of start-
ups throughout the city. Ultimately, all of the tech culture present in San Francisco provides this 
thesis with the willingness of the pubic to engage in spaces that only technology could create. 
 There are a handful of data centers located along the Eastern coast of the city. This is 
due to the proximity to connection cables that run across the country. There are two types of data 
centers: Owned and operated as well as colocation centers. All of the data centers in San Francisco 
as currently colocation centers which means that multiple parties can rent out server space to share 
with other users. This idea of server sharing has already introduced a sense of collaboration into the 
city and can therefore assist the integration of new data centers this thesis proposes.
 There are also many new developments occurring throughout the city. There is a large 
transit hub being built in SOMA. There are also new tech headquarters popping up all over the city. 
The city of San Francisco has been providing tax incentives for tech companies who are building 
offices in the Tenderloin district of San Francisco. Although it is located adjacent to the city center, it 
is highly crime ridden and issues of poverty and homelessness are commonplace.
 Therefore, by situating the site at the threshold of these conditions, we are charging the 
site with multiple users from various backgrounds. Ultimately finding ways to mediate between 
boundaries throughout the city with the goal of creating a new public space for everyone in the city. 
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PARTIAL MAP OF SAN FRANCISCO
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TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES IN SAN FRANCISCO - MAP
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DATA CENTERS IN SAN FRANCISCO - MAP
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ENERGY COGENERATION PLANTS IN SAN FRANCISCO - MAP
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ENERGY COGENERATION PLANTS IN SAN FRANCISCO - LIST
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PHYSICAL THRESHOLDS IN SAN FRANCISCO
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major roads building heights
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building heights topography
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ECONOMIC THRESHOLDS IN SAN FRANCISCO
crime income
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PUBLIC PARKS + ROADS ELECTRICAL METRO SYSTEM
STREET GRIDS
MISC. MAPS OF SAN FRANCISCO
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PUBLIC ACTIVITY HEAT MAP
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT - 1906 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION HEAT MAP
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SITE STREET ELEVATION 
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PRIVATIZED PUBLICS
ISSUES WITH PRIVATELY OWNED PUBLIC SPACE
 A major component of this thesis is the urban benefit generated from recycled electricity. 
Therefore, it is important to know what the current issues there are with public spaces. As expressed 
in the following chapter, the current privately owned public spaces (POPs) throughout San Francisco 
are sterile and don’t promote new urban experiences. The following map charts out the most 
commonly used POPs throughout the Financial District, and SOMA. These specific areas were then 
compiled into a photo montage of the “urban dead zones” created by these so called public spaces.
 From my analysis there needs to be much more amenity for these POPs to be utilized to 
their full potential. Without anything special, they become empty concrete benches and planters 
with little to no public interaction. Relating back to previous points made throughout this thesis, the 
concept of levels of public engagement remains key throughout this thesis. Being that the ultimate 
end goal of this project is to provide the occupants of San Francisco with a re-imagined way to not 
only interact with each other, but also the expanding tech culture.  
 By creating a new POP we can stray away from the current notion of empty concrete 
planters that people only occupy for an hour during lunch, and instead strive towards making a 
new monument based on the impact the capacity of tech has had on our lives. The space becomes 
monumental in its ability to connect people from various origins into one singular entity that occupies 
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PRIVATELY OWNED PUBLIC SPACES IN SAN FRANCISCO - LIST
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FORM AND FACADE
 The envelope is a key architectural tools in the dual spatial qualities of its very nature. 
The envelope operates on a minimum of two realms. Simply put, realm 1 is the public context, 
and realm 2 is usually the private interior. This same rule can be applied to horizontal surfaces 
such as floors – when raised cause a divide between inside and outside, public and private.
 Therefore by teasing out various configurations of these envelopes we can pick and 
choose which ones allow for the greatest impact and which ones fall short of this thesis’s 
ultimate goal – to mediate between two opposing thresholds. 
 The envelope is then also a way to control the separation between the two elements of 
private and public. It is essential that we be mindful of that the final expectation of the project 
is, and that is to allow the regenerated electricity create a public experience that could not exist 
otherwise.   
 This chapter explores very basic uses of the manipulated envelope. These analysis 
are more based on form and location of program throughout the building rather than just 
the envelope itself. While all these components can be useful in determining what the most 
successful architectural approach can be, they aren’t specific enough to data centers just yet. 
Therefore, the next chapter is dedicated to understanding how these various configurations are 













































mechanics that invite public interaction
POTENTIAL FORMAL CONDITIONS
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vertical flat-vertical flat-horizontal spherical
FOUR TYPES OF ENVELOPES
64 MEDIATING THRESHOLDS
‘THE POLITICS OF THE ENVELOPE”
“ The facade of a building functions not only on a 
purely biological level. It assembles the building’s in-
terior, which it protects, and the external public realm 
with which it communicates. The surface of the build-
ing has a kind of double existence intervening in two 
disparate worlds: the private inside and public out-
side. It is a boundary which does not merely register 
the pressure of the interior, but resists it, transforming 
its energy into something else. And vice versa. The 





CHECKING LEVELS OF PUBLIC INTERACTION
 Based on this research I was able to focus on the building envelope as my primary 
architectural tool to merge the highly technical aspects of data center logics with my previous 
concerns about obsolete energy harvesting facilities in cities. Inspired from the readings by 
Alejandro Zaera-Polo on the politics of the envelope, I was able to challenge existing conditions 
of the vertical surface. Currently, the envelope creates a distinction between public and 
private, consumers and producers, inside and out and servant and the served spaces. This 
mutually exclusive condition creates a strong divide between what could be two harmoniously 
joined urban realms. These various configurations allow us to pick apart the strengths and 
weaknesses of each design.
 Simply by thickening or thinning out the envelope we can modify the manner in which 
data centers are perceived from the exterior as well as interior. By taking the thickening and 
thinning condition a step further, we can analyze how various modes of manipulating the 
envelope can transform the spaces even more.  
 For example, by raising the entire building on pi loti or creating a new texture of 
apertures on the façade of the building can create spatial as well as visual modifications to dull 
spaces. 










ENVELOPE CONFIGURATIONS FOR DATA CENTERS
ACTUALIZATION OF ORC MECHANICS
MANIPULATING ENVELOPES 67
EXAMPLE OF PUNCTURED ENVELOPE - SF
68 CONFIGURATIONS + BENEFITS
EXAMPLE OF SHIMMERING ENVELOPE - NYC
MANIPULATING ENVELOPES 69
PRIMARY ITERATION FOR BLANK ENVELOPE DESIGN





raised data center 
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VIEW UNDER BLANK ENVELOPE DESIGN
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PRIMARY ITERATION FOR PUNCTUREDENVELOPE DESIGN










external skin for 
public interaction
VIEW THROUGH PUNCTURED ENVELOPE DESIGN
PRIMARY ITERATION FOR CARVED ENVELOPE DESIGN
DATA CENTER PROPOSED ENVELOPE - CARVED
market spaces 
surrounding data 
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VIEW OF CARVED ENVELOPE DESIGN
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MONUMENTALITY OF MARKETS
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AN ANALOGY
SIMILARITIES BETWEEN MARKETS AND DATA CENTERS
 As mentioned previously throughout the thesis publication, the end user of this recycled 
energy (electricity) is crucial in determining the success of the project. In order to determine with 
urban programs would work well in relation to data centers and the idea of energy re-use, we have 
to understand what other energy hogs are present in San Francisco. Focusing specifically on the 
commercial sector allows us to ensure that the end use will be accessible to the public while still 
meeting the criteria of being a high energy consumer. 
 Currently in San Francisco, the largest consumer of commercial energy is the retail located 
everywhere throughout the city. This may not come as a shock to most people as many of us have 
experienced first-hand how much energy is consumed by these retail spaces. Due to the high 
demand of lighting, and thermal controls which all contribute to the spending habits, it is crucial that 
these buildings consume high amounts of energy just to remain in business. But what if there were a 
better way to do so? A way that created new public spaces for everyone and not just people interested 
in spending money? Could there be a way to create a retail space which begins to mediate between 
conceptual thresholds such as economic, social and political views?
 That’s where the program of the market comes into play. Markets allow people from 
various backgrounds to assemble and exchange goods that hold value to them. The kinds of public 
interaction that takes place in markets is tremendous. Because of the ambiguous nature of these 
markets, there is expected to be even more interaction at a variety of scales, as the next chapter will 
explore. 
 Markets and data center can be considered analogous in multiple aspects. For one, data 
centers don’t actually produce their own content but are instead in the business of transporting 
globally produced content. Markets could be understood in similar ways. They both also operate on a 
variety of scales that each have specific intricacies in their levels of interaction.
MONUMENTALITY OF MARKETS 77










don’t produce original content
large square footages
operate on multiple scales








DATA CENTERS + MARKETS
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INTERACTION SCALES
FULFILLING REQUIREMENTS ON THE PUBLIC + PRIVATE REALM
 As mentioned above, markets operate on a variety of interaction levels, each of which are 
important to the overall function of a market space. By analyzing and interpreting these varying 
scales of interaction, we are able to pick the optimal configuration for the success of the project. 
The following chapter analyzes (through drawings) the different experiences that people can have 
as they travel along different circulation routes in the market. Similar to the analysis of the data 
center thresholds, we will analyze markets from the unit scale up to that of the room - which can be 
modified by architects. 
 At the most immediate scale, people can interact with the individual vendors. This is the 
most personal level of interaction as it involves the most amount of communication between the 
parties involved. However, circulation can be limited due to the small nature of vendor stalls.
As we move up in scale, the combination of all the vendors into a dispersed market setting results 
in a market space created from the space around and between stalls. In this scale interaction is 
available on a 360 level and you can walk around each individual vendor. 
 As we get up to the largest scale, the level of interaction can seem to decline as there is 
more circulation paths and the main focus becomes the space surrounding the user and not the 
immediate act of engaging with vendors. 
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MULTIPLE INTERACTION SCALES WITHIN MARKETS








VENDOR BASED INTERACTION CONFIGURATIONS
VENDOR BASED INTERACTION CONFIGURATIONS






PROS: Individuality. Convinience to the owner. Transportablity
CONS: Need for shelther. No heating, cooling, or lighting. No bathrooms
interaction
circulation
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STALL BASED INTERACTION CONFIGURATIONS







PROS: 360 degree storefront space. Heating, cooling, lighting provided. Bathroom access.




ROOM BASED INTERACTION CONFIGURATIONS
ROOM BASED INTERACTION CONFIGURATIONS






PROS: Heating, cooling, lighting provided. Bathroom access.
CONS: Limited storefront. Regulated hours. Expensive retail space
interaction
circulation
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APPENDIX
84 (URBAN) WASTE PRODUCING (URBAN) WASTE
more to be added... APPENDIX 85
YEAR PROPERTY BUILT
MEDIAN AGES NEIGHBORHOODS
OWNED vs. RENTED PROPERTY
SOURCE : TRULIA.COM
86 (URBAN) WASTE PRODUCING (URBAN) WASTE
COLLEGE EDUCATION
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South of Market Mixed Use Districts
SPD South Park
RED Residential Enclave






Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts
MUG Mixed Use, General
WMUG Western SoMa, Mixed Use, General
MUO Mixed Use, Office
WMUO Western SoMa, Mixed Use, Office
MUR Mixed Use, Residential








C-3-O(SD) Downtown Office (Specail Development)
Redevelopment Agency Districts
MB-OS Mission Bay, Open Space
MB-O Mission Bay, Office
MB-RA See Mission Bay Redevelopment Plans










PM-MU1 Mixed Use - Social Heart













NCT Individual (Named, Controls Vary)
Neighborhood Commercial Districts
NC-1 Cluster (1 Commercial Story)
NC-2 Small-Scale (2 Commercial Stories)
NC-3 Moderate-Scale (3+ Commercial Stories)
NC-S Shopping Center (2 Commercial Stories)





Residential Transit Oriented Districts
RTO Residential Transit Oriented
RTO-M Residential Transit Oriented, Mission
Residential-Commercial Combined Districts
RC-3 Medium Density (1 Unit per 400 sf)
RC-4 High Density (1 Unit per 200 sf)
Residential, Mixed (Houses & Apartments) Districts
RM-1 Low Density (1 Unit per 800 sf)
RM-2 Moderate Density (1 Unit per 600 sf)
RM-3 Medium Density (1 Unit per 400 sf)
RM-4 High Density (1 Unit per 200 sf)
Residential, House Character Districts
RH-1(D) One Unit Per Lot, Detached
RH-1 One Unit Per Lot
RH-1(S) One Unit Per Lot, Minor Secondary Unit
RH-2 Two Units Per Lot
RH-3 Three Units Per Lot
Public
P Public
The Zoning Map of the City and County of 
San Francisco is established by Sections
105 and 106 of the Planning Code. A part
of the San Francisco Municipal Code. 
Zoning use districts are established by 
Sections 201, 702, 802 and 902 of the 
Planning Code.
This map incorporates Board of Super-
visors ordinances enacted through July
2015.
This map is not an element of the Official
Zoning Map of San Francisco. The Official
Zoning Map publication may be purchased
wherever San Francisco Municipal Codes
are sold.
Disclaimer: The City and County of San
Francisco (CCSF) does not guarantee the
accuracy, adequacy, completeness or
usefulness of any information. CCSF pro-
vides this information on an “as is” basis
without any warranty of any kind, includ-
ing but not limited to warranties of merch-
antibility or fitness for a particular pur-
pose, and assumes no responsibility for
anyone’s use of the information.
Please report all corrections to:
michael.webster@sfgov.org
ZONING USE DISTRICTS
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SPD South Park
RED Residential Enclave






Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts
MUG Mixed Use, General
WMUG Western SoMa, Mixed Use, General
MUO Mixed Use, Office
WMUO Western SoMa, Mixed Use, Office
MUR Mixed Use, Residential








C-3-O(SD) Downtown Office (Specail Development)
Redevelopment Agency Districts
MB-OS Mission Bay, Open Space
MB-O Mission Bay, Office
MB-RA See Mission Bay Redevelopment Plans










PM-MU1 Mixed Use - Social Heart













NCT Individual (Named, Controls Vary)
Neighborhood Commercial Districts
NC-1 Cluster (1 Commercial Story)
NC-2 Small-Scale (2 Commercial Stories)
NC-3 Moderate-Scale (3+ Commercial Stories)
NC-S Shopping Center (2 Commercial Stories)





Residential Transit Oriented Districts
RTO Residential Transit Oriented
RTO-M Residential Transit Oriented, Mission
Residential-Commercial Combined Districts
RC-3 Medium Density (1 Unit per 400 sf)
RC-4 High Density (1 Unit per 200 sf)
Residential, Mixed (Houses & Apartments) Districts
RM-1 Low Density (1 Unit per 800 sf)
RM-2 Moderate Density (1 Unit per 600 sf)
RM-3 Medium Density (1 Unit per 400 sf)
RM-4 High Density (1 Unit per 200 sf)
Residential, House Character Districts
RH-1(D) One Unit Per Lot, Detached
RH-1 One Unit Per Lot
RH-1(S) One Unit Per Lot, Minor Secondary Unit
RH-2 Two Units Per Lot
RH-3 Three Units Per Lot
Public
P Public
The Zoning Map of the City and County of 
San Francisco is established by Sections
105 and 106 of the Planning Code. A part
of the San Francisco Municipal Code. 
Zoning use districts are established by 
Sections 201, 702, 802 and 902 of the 
Planning Code.
This map incorporates Board of Super-
visors ordinances enacted through July
2015.
This map is not an element of the Official
Zoning Map of San Francisco. The Official
Zoning Map publication may be purchased
wherever San Francisco Municipal Codes
are sold.
Disclaimer: The City and County of San
Francisco (CCSF) does not guarantee the
accuracy, adequacy, completeness or
usefulness of any information. CCSF pro-
vides this information on an “as is” basis
without any warranty of any kind, includ-
ing but not limited to warranties of merch-
antibility or fitness for a particular pur-
pose, and assumes no responsibility for
anyone’s use of the information.




DATA CENTERS IN SF
SOURCE : JOSHI & KUMAR
90 (URBAN) WASTE PRODUCING (URBAN) WASTE
DATA CENTER ENERGY USE FOR US & WORLDWIDE (2011)
There is traditionally a boundary between the designs of electronics cooling designers and facility 
designers. However in hopes of creating a more sustainable and energy efficient design, we can plan for a 
more holistic approach to data center design. 
SOURCE : JOSHI & KUMAR
APPENDIX 91
ENVIRONMENT GUIDELINES FOR COOLING AIR AT IT RACK INLETS (ASHRAE 2011)
SOURCE : JOSHI & KUMAR
There is traditionally a boundary between the designs of electronics cooling designers and facility 
designers. However in hopes of creating a more sustainable and energy efficient design, we can plan for a 
more holistic approach to data center design. 
92 (URBAN) WASTE PRODUCING (URBAN) WASTE
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 The main concern of this thesis is 
to challenge the spatial limits of architecture 
in regards to energy management, urban 
integration & public interaction. It aims to 
re-utilize the by-products of the innovative 
age in order to produce a bifunctional 
architecture that efficiently reuses resources 
as well as makes them accessible to the 
public through strategic distribution. 
 This thesis focuses in on the topic 
of waste energy, specifically, waste heat 
re-utilization. Heat is a by-product of any 
industry & is often overlooked due to its 
intangible nature. Currently, electricity 
generation and industrial waste heat are the 
largest contributors to the United States’ 
total amount of rejected energy. The source 
of waste heat in this thesis is harnessed from 
data centers as they are large energy hogs 
and are usually under developed in relation 
to the city. 
 Developments in technology have 
allowed designers to recapture waste heat 
and convert it into energy. This energy can 
then be distributed to multiple end users 
through simple re-wiring. However, this 
thesis challenges the notion that this is 
simply an engineering problem and argues 
for new spatial qualities of this recycled 
electricity. 
 In order to test the urban 
possibilities of these new technologies, we 
must understand the complexities of its site. 
Located in San Francisco, California in the 
South of Market (SOMA) district, this thesis 
aims to mediate between various physical 
and conceptual thresholds. Taking into 
account physical thresholds such as major 
roads, building height, and topography and 
conceptual thresholds such as economic and 
cultural tensions, this project situated itself 
in a contestable site. 
 
 The main architectural strategy 
employed by this thesis is that of the 
envelope. By contending that the envelope 
is the mediator between public and private, 
inside and outside we can test urban limits. 
How can a privatized entity such as a data 
center be exploited in order to create public 
benefit? Does security become an issue? 
What does it mean to be interactive? These 
are just some of the questions this thesis 
begins to address. 
 It is crucial to not only understand 
where this energy is coming from, but to see 
what its end use is. In this thesis, the market 
becomes an important program in bridging 
thresholds between public and private. 
Ultimately what I’m asking of architecture 
is to allow for the re-imagination of the 
standardized building envelope in order to 
use the by-products of privatized entities for 
public benefit. 
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